## Bid Tabulation

### Item 1: ditch, side of roadway
- Description: 5" water line adjustment, inc. DR-13 AAWA C100 PVC pipe, fittings, adapters, thrust blocks, AC pipe disposal, etc., inc. fire hydrant removal & reinstallation (as required)
- Amount: $8,500.00
- Labor: $4,650.00
- Material: $3,850.00

### Item 2: 8" thick reinforced concrete for roadway
- Description: Install 8" thick Type B, 5.8 sack reinforced concrete for roadway
- Amount: $149.00
- Material: $81.50
- Labor: $67.50

### Item 3: 10' x 5' x 1' reinforced Class M concrete bolster block
- Description: Install 10' x 5' x 1' reinforced Class M concrete bolster block
- Amount: $7,000.00
- Material: $5,850.00
- Labor: $1,150.00

### Item 4: hard surface pavement removal
- Description: 60" RCP incl. sand bedding, filter fabric wrap at joints, plastic strapping
- Amount: $26,000.00
- Material: $16,600.00
- Labor: $9,400.00

### Item 5: Bids
- Description: Bids received @ 2:45 P.M. 11/14/2017
- No. of working days: 100

### Item 6: Bid Guarantees
- Percent: 5% Bond

### Item 7: Other Items
- Description: 5% Bid Bond
- Amount: $386,776.00
- Material: $301,224.00
- Labor: $85,552.00

### Item 8: Other Items
- Description: Bids guaranteed
- Amount: $386,776.00
- Material: $301,224.00
- Labor: $85,552.00
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